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Fig. 1. Elucidation of the structure of the rev response Element in the hIv-1 rNA genome reveals how
hIv-1 uses the “A-like” structure as a molecular beacon for fishing its rNA out of the rNA-rich cell nucleus and provides a new potential target for AIDS treatment.
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etroviruses go to a lot of trouble to replicate themselves in our cells
and further their infectious cycle. the human immunodeficiency virus1 (hiv-1), which causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AidS), is a good example. hiv-1 is an rnA virus that must synthesize dnA
from its rnA genome, transport its dnA into the nucleus, transcribe it back to
rnA, transport the new rnA out of the nucleus again, and then make proteins
from the rnA that will be assembled with new viral rnA genomes and released from the cell as new infectious particles. While the molecular details of
many of these steps are known, one mystery that remains is how hiv-1 recognizes and fishes out its own rnA from among all the other rnAs in the nucleus, an essential step in viral replication. now, the structural basis for this
recognition has been defined by researchers carrying out a small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) study at the APS. their work may also provide information
that will help in the design of a completely new class of drugs that target hiv1 genomic rnA for treatment of patients with AidS.
in normal cells, uninfected with
retroviruses, messenger rnAs are
transcribed from dnA and then
processed before being transported out
of the nucleus to be translated into protein. the problem for hiv-1 is that it
must get some of its rnA genomes out
of the nucleus without being processed
so they can be packaged into new viral
particles and it must recognize its own
rnA genome from among the more
abundant host rnAs in the nucleus. it
does this using a protein called rev
that recognizes a rev response element (rre) in the viral rnA.
rev works in pairs, as a dimer, to
bind the rre, then recruits more rev
molecules and host proteins that are
responsible for getting rnA out of the
nucleus. the binding sites for rev on
the rre have been identified but are
curiously vague. the site on the rnA is
not sequence-specific and is defined by
purine-rich grooves that could easily be
found in many other rnA molecules.
Attempts to understand this in more
depth through solution of the three-dimensional structure of the rre using
nuclear magnetic resonance imaging or
x-ray crystallography have been unsuccessful for the past two decades. So to
learn more about these interactions,
the researchers from the national cancer institute, national institutes of
health, and Argonne turned to SAXS
analysis to get structural information
and then confirmed their findings with
biochemical and functional analyses to
figure out how this very specific rnA
fishing trick is done.

the three-dimensional structure of
the rre determined from the SAXS
data obtained at the XSd 12-id-b and c beamlines at the APS showed that
the rnA forms an extended “A” with
one leg shorter than the other (Fig. 1).
the legs are about 50 to 60 Å apart
and position the known binding sites for
rev on either arm of the A. the higher
affinity binding site is on the lower part
of the short arm and the lower affinity
site is on the lower part of the longer
arm, placing them about 55 Å from
each other. this finding is consistent
with previous studies that have shown
that when two rev molecules form a
dimer, their interaction domains are oriented 55 Å apart.
next, the team studied different
mutants of the rre to identify important structural elements for rev binding
and nuclear transport function. they
made two truncated mutants that contained either one arm or the other of the
A. these mutants had either the highor low-affinity binding site for rev, but
not both.
the team also made three insertion mutants that increased the distance between the arms of the A by
adding to the crossbar. biochemical assays of rev binding showed that neither the insertion nor the truncation
mutants could form the higher order
complexes with multiple rev proteins
required for proper functioning. nuclear
transport assays confirmed these results. the truncation mutants were
completely incapable of performing nuclear transport and the insertion mu-

tants had greatly reduced activity.
taken together, these results provide an explanation for how hiv-1
specifically identifies the hiv-1 rnA
genome using rre as a molecular
beacon. As nuclear transport is essential for hiv-1 replication, this makes it a
potential target for antiviral therapy.
these new results open the door
for design of antiviral strategies blocking this step in the viral life cycle by targeting the viral rnA. targeting the viral
rnA has not been possible because
the viral rnA structure was unknown
until now.
the Wang and rein laboratories at
the national cancer institute, national
institutes of health, are now beginning
to test some of these strategies. one of
the possible outcomes of targeting the
viral rnA is the development of a new
class of agents that destroy the viral
rnA genome. Another is development
of ultra-sensitive probes for viral detection and diagnosis. — Sandy Field
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